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Abstract

The NLMIXED procedure fits nonlinear mixed models; it is also useful for fitting linear mixed models having non-Gaussian error distributions. We recently used the NLMIXED procedure to perform longitudinal logistic regressions in which a random intercept was included to induce a compound symmetry covariance structure for repeated measures on individual subjects. We devised a macro to automate fitting this model.

The NLMIXED procedure requires writing out regression equations, declaring parameter names, and providing initial parameter estimates. To get accurate initial parameter estimates for our NLMIXED models we fit Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) models with the GENMOD procedure. Our macro automates the procedure of fitting GEE models, entering their parameter estimates as the initial values for NLMIXED models, and then fitting the NLMIXED models. The macro does this recursively so that for most multivariable models only one new parameter estimate is entered into an NLMIXED model at a time. This step-by-step approach to model fitting increases the probability of successful convergence of the optimization procedure; however, it also means that fitting a model with, for example, five variables requires ten regression models—five GEE and five NLMIXED models. The macro makes this work simpler and more user-friendly.

Introduction

Logistic regression models for correlated data can be fit in several ways using SAS® statistical software. In a recent contribution to the 27th SAS® Users Group International Conference Oliver Kuss described and illustrated several such methods (Kuss, 2002). Like Kuss we are predisposed to modeling correlated binary data with the NLMIXED procedure because it provides improved maximum likelihood (ML) estimates relative to approximate ML estimates yielded by the GLIMMIX macro, and because, unlike the GENMOD procedure, it allows for the explicit modeling of random effects (SAS/STAT® User's Guide, Version 8, 2000). Another drawback to the GLIMMIX approach is that its estimating method, penalized quasi-likelihood, has been shown—unless corrections are added—to yield biased results for binary outcomes in some circumstances (Breslow & Clayton, 1993; Breslow & Lin, 1995).

The NLMIXED procedure is not without limitations. Unlike the MIXED and GENMOD procedures it lacks a REPEATED statement and so has limited capacities for modeling the covariance structure of correlated data. In modeling longitudinal data in which there is not a high degree of serial correlation this limitation may not be serious. When a random effect is used for the intercept a compound symmetry covariance structure is
induced and this provides a reasonable fit to the data in many applied problems. An additional random time effect might improve the fit in certain cases and we are currently developing the capacity to handle models with two random effects. Preliminary modeling of the data using the GENMOD procedure and its REPEATED statement can help determine the best covariance structure.

Although a model properly fit with the NLMIXED procedure will generally yield improved ML estimates, in some cases the optimization procedure does not converge. No reliable estimates are then produced. Convergence is especially problematic for the NLMIXED procedure because it involves two complex algorithms. The first one, by default adaptive Gaussian quadrature, integrates out the random effects and thereby yields an approximation to the likelihood that is then optimized to yield ML estimates. The default for this second procedure is the quasi-Newton algorithm. SAS® provides alternatives to these procedures; however, the alternatives are generally less robust and useful only in special circumstances. Convergence with the NLMIXED procedure is considerably potentiated by the requirement that initial parameter estimates be provided. NLMIXED shares this requirement with the NLIN procedure and it is motivated by the fact that the nonlinear models—those for which the NLMIXED procedure was primarily designed—are more difficult to estimate than linear models. Provision of precise initial parameter estimates promotes convergence because—to use a spatial metaphor—it reduces the distance in the regression space over which the estimating algorithms must travel. Thus, it reduces opportunities for obstacles to convergence. By providing reasonably precise initial parameter estimates the macro also promotes successful convergence in the sense of converging to a global as opposed to a local maximum.

In the context of analyzing treatment preferences of a seriously ill elderly cohort (Fried, Bradley, Towle, & Allore, 2002; Fried, Bradley, & Towle, 2002), we have written a macro that fits longitudinal mixed effect models with NLMIXED in a way that minimizes its limitations. By first fitting generalized estimating equations (GEE) models with the GENMOD procedure we provide reasonably precise initial parameter estimates for the NLMIXED procedure. The code for the GENMOD procedure offers a second benefit in the early stages of model selection: simple changes of the code specify different correlation structures. This enables researchers to easily generate models with alternative correlation structures and thereby determine whether, for example, the compound symmetry assumption is appropriate for their data. The macro we have written automates model fitting and facilitates model selection. However, no macro can mechanically provide the combination of analysis and judgment required for expert model selection.

Also, by taking advantage of simple commands from the SAS® ODS Output System, the macro uses the output or final parameter estimates of an NLMIXED model as the input or initial parameter estimates for all but one of the variables in a subsequent model. This subsequent model is minimally more complex in that it contains only one new variable (or one set of dummy variables) that uses parameter estimates from the more dissimilar GENMOD model instead of the very similar NLMIXED model. For instance, in processing the final variable in a five-variable model, the first four variables will have initial parameter estimates supplied by a previous application of PROC NLMIXED and
only the fifth and final variable will have an initial parameter estimate supplied by the GENMOD model. This process assumes additivity—it assumes that the parameter estimates from the four-variable NLMIXED procedure do not substantially change when the fifth variable is added. In our experience this process works well. The step-by-step procedure in which GENMOD and NLMIXED models are alternately fit until one reaches the multivariable model of interest considerably promotes convergence and goodness-of-fit. When the additive assumption does not seem to apply, the appropriate interaction term can be entered as an additional variable.

Since the GENMOD procedure does not allow for random effects, it does not estimate the value of the standard deviation of the random intercept in the model fit by the NLMIXED procedure. An estimate of this term is required as one of the initial parameter estimates for a random effect NLMIXED model. If one is not provided by the analyst SAS uses a default value of 1. The macro provides the option of using initial estimates other than 1 and thus of using a process of trial and error for identifying an initial value that will allow the model to converge. Once it has converged, the resultant NLMIXED estimate of the random effect standard deviation can be used in subsequent applications of the NLMIXED procedure.

**Technical Details**

The syntax for the macro is the following:

```sas
%macro mixed_long_logit ( _depvar, _indepvars, _dummyvars, _sdest, _libref, indata= );

_Depvar contains the binary outcome variable, _indepvars includes the independent variables, and indata specifies the input data set. No commas and only single spaces occur between the listed independent variables. _Libref is an optional argument used if permanent output data sets are desired from PROC NLMIXED. _Dummyvars, also optional, specifies one or more dummy variables that are added to the model in combination with other variables. The dummy variable(s) alert the macro to which variable(s) to delay entering into the model until it (they) can enter together with other dummy variables sharing the same reference group. _Sdest is the initial estimate of the standard deviation of the random effect for the intercept.

Macro Call Example:

```sas
%mixed_long_logit (health, age chf cancer income, chf, mydata, indata=libindata.myfile);
```

In this case age separately enters the model first, the dummy variables chf and cancer (for which copd is the reference group) are next added together, and income enters last. The macro first calculates the number of independent variables by using the SAS® macro WORDS (FAQ #1617) and this count determines how many times the main processing loop will execute. During each iteration the next selected independent variable from _indepvars is added to macro variable INDEPVARSTR, is substituted for the value of
variable INDEPVARLAST, and is checked against _dummyvars to decide if it should enter the models. If confirmed, a call is made to PROC GENMOD and a data set containing GEEEmpEst is written to GM_OUT. Based on whether PROC GENMOD accepted one or more independent variables in the initial or subsequent execution, a macro (GETBETAINIT, GETBETALAST, or GETBETADUMMY) using the SYMPUT routine, searches through GM_OUT for the parameter estimates that will be used as an initial beta value(s) for PROC NLMIXED. Using several macro string functions the variable ETASTR and PARMSTR are created to build the syntax for statements used in each application of PROC NLMIXED.

SAS® output is produced for both PROC GENMOD and PROC NLMIXED after each independent variable entering the model completes the main processing loop. For example, five predictor variables entering the macro would generate five sets of GENMOD/NLMIXED output, where the final set provides SAS®’s results for the full model with all five predictor variables. Following each execution of the NLMIXED procedure, data steps are used to add an odds ratio variable and other housekeeping variables to a summary output data set MACROLOGIT_OUT. There is one of these macro-constructed output data sets for each execution of NLMIXED. Illustrative (and imaginary) macro-constructed final output for the macro call example given above is shown here:

Output Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Variable</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>OR_Calculation</th>
<th>P_Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>beta1</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chf</td>
<td>beta2</td>
<td>0.5784</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>beta3</td>
<td>1.1962</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>income</td>
<td>beta4</td>
<td>-0.2589</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extended Applications**

The macro described above can be easily extended to mixed effect generalizations of logistic regression. Sheu has shown how to specify the regression equation in the NLMIXED procedure for ordinal outcomes and how to adapt its general likelihood capacities to outcomes with multinomial distributions (Sheu, 2002). This allows one to fit what McCullough has called “proportional odds models” (McCullagh, 1980). Slight changes to the macro we have written would allow one to fit proportional odds models according to the same step-by-step approach. Bender and Benner have shown how to use the SAS® data step to prepare binary outcome data for analysis in what Fienberg (Fienberg & Mason, 1978; Fienberg, 1980) has named “continuation ratio models” (Bender & Benner, 2000). In some cases no further changes to the macro are necessary in order to fit continuation ratio models; in other cases, for instance, where one is using an inverted backward or forward version of the model, it is necessary only to make alterations that change the signs of parameter estimates. These
ordinal regression models are increasingly finding application in areas of research whose measurements reflect grouped continuous data (for which the proportional odds model is appropriate) or contribute to scales having a sequentially developmental character (for which the continuation ratio model is especially applicable). Other extensions would permit specification of link functions and error distributions available to both the GENMOD and NLMIXED procedures. For instance, an extension of the macro that allows substituting the log link for the logit link and the Poisson distribution for the binomial distribution is possible.

Conclusion

The macro we have designed for fitting longitudinal mixed effect logistic regression models makes this process simpler and more user-friendly. Minor modifications in the code extend the utility of the macro to fitting mixed effect generalizations of logistic regression models for correlated data, e.g., the proportional odds and continuation ratio models. Further extensions are anticipated. Because the macro fits both a GEE and a mixed effect model for each variable (or group of dummy variables) computation time is often considerable in a multivariable model. To address this issue we have written a second macro that allows a single variable to be added to a preexisting model that has already been fit with the above-described macro and whose results have been saved as a SAS® output data set. Both of these macros for logistic regression models with a random intercept term are currently available; work on extensions of these macros in order to handle a second random effect is underway.
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